Miss Celebrity Spotlight Pageant
Now offering Natural & Glitz as separate
competitions with separate titles!

April 22-24, 2022
Marriott Hotel
138 New Pehle Ave, Saddle Brook, NJ 07663
(201) 843-9500

MCS room block rate only $109* a night. Must reserve room by April 9. 2022.

Only accepting a maximum of
75 contestants in Natural & 75 contestants in Glitz.
A dressing room will be available. Due to limited space hair & makeup vendors are
encouraged to set up or provide services in their personal rooms.

Every contestant will be awarded a crown and prizes.
NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED. NO PHOTOS REQUIRED. NO DOOR TITLES.
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Tentative Schedule
Friday, April 22, 2022 registration both Natural & Glitz:
7:30pm-10:30pm
Saturday April 23, 2022
Natural Beauty - Judge Panel #1

8:30am-10:00am

Interview - Judge Panel #2

Takes place at the same time as Natural Beauty

Casual Wear/Runway - Judge Panel #2

10:00am-11:30pm

Swim/Fitness Wear - Judge Panel #1

11:30pm-1:00pm

Outfit of Choice (OPTIONAL $65) - Judge Panel #2

1:00pm-2:30pm

Celebrity Wear Showdown (Jackpot title) (Mixed
judging panel)

2:30pm-4:00pm

Crowning Ceremony
(Wear your beauty gown or any nice dress)

6pm-7pm

Saturday April 23, 2022 registration Glitz only 9-10pm
Sunday April 24, 2022
Glitz Beauty - Judge Panel #1

8:30am-10:00am

Interview - Judge Panel #2

Takes place at the same time as Natural Beauty

Casual Wear/Runway - Judge Panel #2

10:00am-11:30pm

Swim/Fitness Wear - Judge Panel #1

11:30pm-1:00pm

Outfit of Choice (OPTIONAL $65) - Judge Panel #2

1:00pm-2:30pm

Celebrity Wear Showdown (Jackpot title) (Mixed
judging panel)

2:30pm-4:00pm

Crowning Ceremony
(Wear your beauty gown or any nice dress)

6pm-7pm

This is a tentative schedule. Plan according to this schedule. However,
we will do our best to have ages 0-8 compete in the morning, 9-24
year olds compete in the afternoon, and host the crowning ceremony
at its normal scheduled time. Have no fear we always allow ample time
for changing, to grab a snack, etc.
Final schedule/stage times will be emailed and postedonline
two weeks before the pageant.
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Natural Beauty Pageant -Taking place on Saturday, April 23, 2022
Scoring & Categories

Natural Beauty

0-20 points
Facial Beauty

0-20 points
Overall Appearance

0-20 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

Casual Wear/Runway

0-10 points
Facial Beauty

0-10 points
Overall Appearance

0-10 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

Swim/Fitness Wear

0-10 points
Facial Beauty

0-10 points
Overall Appearance

0-10 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

OOC1

0-10 points
Facial Beauty

0-10 points
Overall Appearance

0-10 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

NATURAL BEAUTY Contestants may wear a dress purchased from a store, custom dress, face dress, babydoll
dress, or gown. No full glitz cupcake dresses. Dresses may have sequins and light stoning. Judges are looking
for a pretty girl with a dress that compliments them. We will provide the music. 90 second time limit.
CASUAL WEAR/RUNWAY Attire can be any casual outfit. Outfits can be off the rack or custom made. No props.
No gymnastics. Accessories such as hats, jewelry, and sunglasses are okay. We will provide the music. 60
second time limit.
SWIM/FITNESS WEAR Can be custom made or off the rack. Can be one piece or two piece swimwear. Don’t
want to wear a swimsuit? You can also opt to wear fitness/gym activewear. Props are allowed. No gymnastics. No
string bikinis and no thong swimwear. We will provide the music. 60 second time limit.
INTERVIEW (OPTIONAL $65) This event takes place in a separate room during Natural Beauty. After your
Beauty performance you will exit the main ballroom and immediately walk into the interview room in your beauty
gown and be greeted by a panel of judges who will ask a series of questions. Interview is judged on 0-10
Personality/Confidence, 0-10 Quality of Answer/Interaction, 0-10 Overall Appearance This event can replace your
Casual Wear or Swim/Fitness Wear score if it is higher. 60 second time limit.
OOC (Outfit of Choice) (OPTIONAL $65) Any outfit of your choice. Be creative. Can be custom made or off the
rack. You can provide your own music or pick a song from our song list. Props are allowed. No gymnastics. This
event can replace your Casual Wear or Swim/Fitness Wear score if it is higher. 90 second time limit.
NATURAL HAIR & MAKE-UP RULES FOR ALL NATURAL STAGE EVENTS:
0-8 years old are allowed to wear mascara, clear lip gloss, light powder or foundation.
9-24 years old are allowed to wear mascara, clear or natural shade of lipgloss, light blush, light
powder or foundation, and light eyeshadow. You want a soft natural look.
Contestants are not allowed to wear hair pieces, extensions, false lashes, flippers, etc. Light
spray tans are okay since some are competing glitz the next day. Natural polished nails and
press on nails/acrylic nails are okay.
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MCS awards quality prizes including mystery gift cards!

Celebrity Wear ($40) - Saturday, Jackpot Event
This is a fun extra event where you can win some cash, crown, and sash. This
event has no bearing on the other titles.
(1) Ultimate Celebrity Wear - Awarded 50/50 Jackpot Cash Prize, Crown & Sash
(4) Grand Celebrity Wear - 0-4, 5-8, 9-12, & 13+ Awarded Crown & Sash

All Celebrity Wear participants will earn a chance to pick a prize from the prize table.
Pick a famous celebrity you’d like to depict. Examples: Madonna, Michael Jackson, Lady
Gaga, Katy Perry, etc. Can be custom made or off the rack. No gymnastics. Hair and makeup
is anything goes for this jackpot event. You can provide your own music or pick a song from
our song list. 90 second time limit.

10 Age Divisions
0-23 months

7-8 years old

2 years old

9-10 years old

3 years old

11-12 years old

4 years old

13-16 years old

5-6 years old

17-24 yrs old
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Natural Pageant Awards

Every contestant will be awarded a crown and awarded the opportunity to choose a
minimum of three gifts from the prize table. Contestants will pick a prize after each stage
event.

Natural Beauty score + 2 other highest scoring events = Total Score

Ultimate Grand Supreme $1000 cash prize, custom crown, and embroidered sash.
0-4 Grand Supreme
9-12 year old Grand Supreme

5-8 Grand Supreme
13-24 year old Grand Supreme

All four of the above Grand Supreme titles will be awarded $400 cash, a custom crown, and
embroidered sash.

Amateur Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has never won any money at a pageant)

Novice Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has won $1-$200 at a pageant)

Pro Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has won $201-$500 at a pageant)

Elite Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has won $501 or more at a pageant)

Division Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $100 cash. (This is
awarded in each age division to the contestant with the highest total Natural Beauty score + 2
highest scoring other events )

Division Beauty - Awarded a large custom crown and embroidered sash. (This is awarded in
each age division to the contestant with the highest Natural Beauty score only.)

Future Queens (Princess) - Awarded a large custom crown.
Casual Wear/Runway division winners - Awarded a pin.
Swim/Fitness Wear division winners - Awarded a pin.
Outfit of Choice division winner - Awarded a pin.

We reserve the right to ADD titles and prizes! More contestants = More titles!
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Glitz Beauty Pageant -Taking place on Sunday April 24, 2022
Scoring & Categories

Glitz Beauty

0-20 points
Facial Beauty

0-20 points
Overall Appearance

0-20 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

Casual
Wear/Runway

0-10 points
Facial Beauty

0-10 points
Overall Appearance

0-10 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

Swim/Fitness
Wear

0-10 points
Facial Beauty

0-10 points
Overall Appearance

0-10 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

OOC1

0-10 points
Facial Beauty

0-10 points
Overall Appearance

0-10 points
Personality (ages 0-4)
Modeling (ages 5+)

GLITZ BEAUTY Contestants may wear any dress with any amount of stoning. Remember, judges are not looking
for the most expensive dress. Judges are looking for a pretty girl with a dress that compliments them. We will
provide the music. 90 second time limit.
CASUAL WEAR/RUNWAY Attire can be any casual outfit. Outfits can be off the rack or custom made. No props.
No gymnastics. Accessories such as hats, jewelry, and sunglasses are okay. We will provide the music. 60
second time limit.
SWIM/FITNESS WEAR Can be custom made or off the rack. Can be one piece or two piece swimwear. Don’t
want to wear a swimsuit? You can also opt to wear fitness/gym activewear. Props are allowed. No gymnastics. No
string bikinis and no thong swimwear. We will provide the music. 60 second time limit.
INTERVIEW (OPTIONAL $65) This event takes place in a separate room during Glitz Beauty. After your Beauty
performance you will exit the main ballroom and immediately walk into the interview room in your beauty gown
and be greeted by a panel of judges who will ask a series of questions. Interview is judged on 0-10
Personality/Confidence, 0-10 Quality of Answer/Interaction, 0-10 Overall Appearance This event can replace your
Casual Wear or Swim/Fitness Wear score if it is higher. 60 second time limit.
OOC (Outfit of Choice) (OPTIONAL $65) Any outfit of your choice. Be creative. Can be custom made or off the
rack. You can provide your own music or pick a song from our song list. Props are allowed. No gymnastics. This
event can replace your Casual Wear or Swim/Fitness Wear score if it is higher. 90 second time limit.
GLITZ HAIR & MAKE-UP RULES FOR ALL EVENTS:
Anything goes for all ages!

Bring the glitz! Bring the glam!
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Celebrity Wear ($40) - Sunday, Jackpot Event
This is a fun extra event where you can win some cash, crown, and sash. This
event has no bearing on the other titles.
(1) Ultimate Celebrity Wear - Awarded 50/50 Jackpot Cash Prize, Crown & Sash
(4) Grand Celebrity Wear - 0-4, 5-8, 9-12, & 13+ Awarded Crown & Sash

All Celebrity Wear participants will earn a chance to pick a prize from the prize table.
Pick a famous celebrity you’d like to depict. Examples: Madonna, Michael Jackson, Lady
Gaga, Katy Perry, etc. Can be custom made or off the rack. No gymnastics. Hair and makeup
is anything goes for this jackpot event. You can provide your own music or pick a song from
our song list. 90 second time limit.

10 Age Divisions
0-23 months

7-8 years old

2 years old

9-10 years old

3 years old

11-12 years old

4 years old

13-16 years old

5-6 years old

17-24 yrs old
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Glitz Pageant Awards

Every contestant will be awarded a crown and awarded the opportunity to choose a
minimum of three gifts from the prize table. Contestants will pick a prize after each stage
event.

Glitz Beauty score + 2 other highest scoring events = Total Score

Ultimate Grand Supreme $1000 cash prize, custom crown, and embroidered sash.
0-4 Grand Supreme
9-12 year old Grand Supreme

5-8 Grand Supreme
13-24 year old Grand Supreme

All four of the above Grand Supreme titles will be awarded $400 cash, a custom crown, and
embroidered sash.

Amateur Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has never won any money at a pageant)

Novice Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has won $1-$200 at a pageant)

Pro Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has won $201-$500 at a pageant)

Elite Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $125 cash. (This is
awarded to a contestant who has won $501 or more at a pageant)

Division Supreme - Awarded a large custom crown, embroidered sash, and $100 cash. (This is
awarded in each age division to the contestant with the highest total Glitz Beauty score + 2
highest scoring other events )

Division Beauty - Awarded a large custom crown and embroidered sash. (This is awarded in
each age division to the contestant with the highest Glitz Beauty score only.)

Future Queens (Princess) - Awarded a large custom crown.
Casual Wear/Runway division winners - Awarded a pin.
Swim/Fitness Wear division winners - Awarded a pin.
Outfit of Choice division winner - Awarded a pin.

We reserve the right to ADD titles and prizes! More contestants = More titles!
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MCS NATIONALS IS TWO PAGEANTS IN ONE.
OUR SATURDAY PAGEANT IS NATURAL. OUR SUNDAY PAGEANT IS GLITZ.
A $150 DEPOSIT IS REQUIRED FOR EACH PAGEANT!
YOU CAN CHOOSE TO COMPETE ON JUST ONE DAY OR BOTH DAYS.
ENTER BOTH AND YOU HAVE DOUBLE THE CHANCES OF WINNING!
$150 DEPOSIT IS REQUIRED IF ENTERING JUST ONE. $200 DEPOSIT IS
REQUIRED IF YOU ENTERING BOTH PAGEANTS.
Remaining balance is due at the pageant in cash.
$395 SUPREME PACKAGE (Compete only one day): Natural or Glitz Beauty, Beauty
Side Awards, Casual Wear/Runway, Swim Wear/Fitness Wear, one adult wristband,
guaranteed crown, and a minimum of three trips to the prize table where contestants can
choose what they would like to take home.

$625 SUPER SAVER (Compete in both pageants): Natural and Glitz Beauty, Beauty
Side Awards for both Natural & Glitz, Natural &n Glitz Casual Wear/Runway, Natural & Glitz
Swim Wear/Fitness Wear, one adult wristband, guaranteed crown on each day, and a
minimum of six trips to the prize table where contestants can choose what they would like to
take home.
IMPORTANT: Registration closes on April 10, 2022 or once we reach/receive 75 deposits.
First come, first serve basis.
***Have more than one child who would like to compete? 2nd child competes for only $200
(one day)! Sibling deposit required $100.

Ballroom Admission
Your supreme and super saver package includes one wristband for a parent/guest. Additional
wristbands/admission can be purchased for $20. This wristband is valid all weekend long.
Wristbands must be worn at all times to enter the ballroom. Guests ages 3 and under are free.

Rules & Regulations

* All cash is awarded on stage at the crowning ceremony. All cash prizes are
guaranteed with a minimum total of 50 contestants in attendance on each day at
each pageant. In the event that 49 - 30 contestants are in attendance on any
particular day 50% of the cash prizes are guaranteed for that day. Cash prizes will
not be awarded with less than 30 contestants in attendance.
1. Contestants must be natural born females between the ages of 0-24 years old.
Contestants may compete their age as of March 1, 2022 or compete their age as of
pageant weekend.
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2. Judges will not deduct points for missing teeth, bruises, glasses, and braces. Judges
are not awarding or deducting points based on how much makeup you have on. Their
focus is on personality, modeling ability, confidence, and facial beauty. Overall
appearance is not about who has the most expensive clothing. They will look at whether
or not the clothes fit properly, is the color flattering, does the contestant look polished,
and are they confident/comfortable in what they are wearing.
3. Ties will be broken by the highest beauty score. If the beauty scores are identical
then they will be determined by casual wear, then swim/fitness, and so on. In the event
that every score is identical, judges will review stage shots and break the tie based on
their recollection of the contestant’s performance. We do not count/use + scoring.
4. All judges' decisions are final. Scoresheets are returned after the crowning ceremony.
5. Any rules not being followed will result in a -1 point deduction from every judge!
6. Poor sportsmanship is not tolerated. This rule applies to contestants, parents, and all
guests. Any bullying, fighting, or verbal harassment will result in ejection from the
competition without a refund of any kind and/or stripping of titles, monies won, and
banning from any and all future MCS events. This is a family friendly event. Security is
present at all times.
7. Ballroom wristbands must be worn at all times. No one will be allowed in the ballroom
without one.
8. Contestants/guests must be respectful of other hotel guests and hotel staff. Please
do not run through the halls, play loud music late at night, trash the rooms, etc. We want
to be welcomed back and leave a good impression. Also, please no littering in the
ballroom! Use the trash bins.
9. Interaction with the judges is forbidden. If you have a question please ask the director
or other pageant staff.
10. Anyone who lies about their age or how much money they have ever won at a
pageant will be disqualified without refund and will forfeit all monies won and titles. If a
contestant’s age is questioned, the contestant must be prepared to provide proof of age
in the form of a birth certificate or state ID.
11. Any music you intend on using for Outfit of Choice (OOC) and/or Celebrity
Wear Jackpot must be emailed to music@misscelebrityspotlight.com by April 10,
2022. No CDs, mp3 players, phones, etc. All music MUST be emailed by the
deadline.
12. All contestants must be on time! We strongly suggest contestants arrive at least 5
minutes before their scheduled stage times. Lateness will result in point deduction. In
addition, if a contestant misses their stage call they will have to wait until the rest of their
age division has competed and go last. Exact stage times/schedule will be posted on
the pageant website and facebook event page by April 11, 2022.
13. All deposits/payments are non-refundable nor transferable. Covid is now a
foreseeable event and you are registering with the understanding that guests may
be required to wear a masks, we may be limited to the number of people we can
allow in the ballroom at one time, and understand the event will go forward as
scheduled with all of the proper precautions and guidelines outlined by the State
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of New Jersey. In the event that the pageant is forced to reschedule due to a state
shutdown, all deposits will be transferred to the new date. If you are unable to
attend the new date then you must send a formal email to
info@misscelebrityspotlight.com within 5 business days of the new date’s
announcement to qualify for a refund. No other communication will be accepted,
it must be done via email!
14. Gymnastics (cartwheels, flips, etc.) are not allowed for any event. Points will be
deducted if this rule is broken. Heel stretches are okay. Splits are okay. There are no
other restrictions on routines for either style of pageantry.
15. Hotel room reservations must be made by April 9, 2022 in order to guarantee you
get the $109* room block rate. Rooms at this rate are limited. RESERVE EARLY!
16. A changing room is available for those not staying at the hotel. Only the contestant
and one guest/parent to assist them will be allowed in the changing room. No men
allowed in the changing room NO EXCEPTIONS! The space in the changing room is
LIMITED. We encourage hair and makeup vendors to provide services in their rooms.
17. We will not accept any online payments after April 10, 2022. All balances are
due in cash after April 10, 2022.
18. MCS Productions LLC. / Miss Celebrity Spotlight Pageant and the host hotel are not
responsible for any lost or stolen belongings/possessions including those left in the
ballroom or changing room, any loss or injury before, during, or after pageant weekend,
including travel to and from the pageant. Parents must accompany their children at all
times. MCS Staff is not responsible for “watching” anyone’s children.
19. Official stage photographer TBA. No other photography/videography will be
allowed in the ballroom. Anyone photographing, video recording, or live
streaming in the ballroom will be ejected from the ballroom without a refund.
Blatant disregard for this rule may also result in contestant disqualification.
20. MCS reserves the right to utilize competition and crowning photographs for future
advertisements including, but not limited to, advertisements on social media, display on
the MCS website, email marketing, and print advertisements.
21. All past MCS Royalty are allowed to recompete except for Lifetime Queens,
2021 Ultimate Grand Supreme, and 0-4 year old/5-8 year old/9-12 year old/ 13-24
year old National Grand Supremes. National Grand Supreme titleholders can
compete if they bump up to the next supreme breakdown.
22. MCS reserves the right to add titles and prizes with an increase in contestants! We
do not combine age divisions regardless of numbers. The more contestants that enter
the more titles and prizes we may possibly add on.
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